
Apps and downs 

On their own, mobile applications may not become big moneyspinners. 

SOME fight wars with words, others with numbers. Hardly a day passes without new data on 
mobile apps, the small applications that can be downloaded to smart-phones to perform all 
kinds of feats, such as accessing social networks, playing games and identifying unknown 
music. Apple recently announced that its App Store now offers 225,000 apps, which 
collectively have been downloaded 5 billion times. Android Market, the storefront for the 
operating system that powers many other smart-phones, now boasts 60,000 apps and is 
catching up fast. And GetJar, an independent mobile store that offers programs for all kinds of 
handsets, claims 72,000 apps and 1 billion downloads. 

As this is all part of the ongoing “platform war” between different mobile operating systems, 
the numbers should be taken with several grains of salt. The more the numbers are puffed up, 
not least with some double-counting, the more users and developers the respective app stores 
hope to attract. Ilja Laurs, GetJar’s chief executive, admits that his tally includes different 
versions of the same software—because this is industry practice. What is more, many apps are 
the mobile equivalent of marketing: they are given away to tout other wares. On June 15th 
Apple even released an app that lets users order the latest version of its own iPhone. Others 
apps are labours of love that have been put out free by passionate developers. 

Nevertheless, research firms are trying to measure the market with tried and tested methods, 
sensing there are lucrative reports and consulting services to sell. In a recent study Juniper 
Research put last year’s revenues from mobile apps at nearly $10 billion and estimated that it 
will more than treble by 2015. Yet such figures are educated guesses at best, argues an 
analyst with a rival market-research firm which has refrained from making predictions of its 
own because of the paucity of data. 

This makes it extremely difficult to gauge how good a business mobile apps really are. 
Developers of the programs get to keep a large part of what users pay to download one—70% 
in most cases. Apple says that it has already passed on more than $1 billion in revenues 
(meaning that its App Store, launched in July 2008, has so far generated $1.4 billion in 
revenues). Some developers are certainly making a killing. But success is often a matter of 
luck and much depends on how an app is promoted by the mobile store. 

Despite the lack of hard data, at least the dynamics of the app economy are becoming clearer. 
And they seem to be more like the music business than the software one. On average, it takes 
about the same time to write an app as it does to compose a song, says GetJar’s Mr Laurs. 
Both cost about the same to download, $1.90 on average. In each case, some make it big but 
most never become hits. And apart from evergreens, such as games, utilities and programs to 
use Facebook and Twitter, even the most successful mobile apps often quickly fade into 
obscurity.  

In much the same way as recorded music is increasingly considered a loss leader for other 
products, paid-for apps are likely to become an ever smaller piece of the pie. More apps are 
likely to be given away to get users to pay for premium services or “virtual goods”, like 
weapons or clothes in online games. And ads are about to become more important as a source 
of revenue. On July 1st Apple will launch its new advertisement platform, which allows the 
placement of ads directly within apps.  

This does not mean apps are mere eye candy on small screens. In fact, they are bound to 
become more widespread. Newspapers and record labels have started to wrap their content in 
apps that come with additional features, hoping that it will allow them to charge for more 



things. And as other electronic devices—television sets, alarm clocks, e-readers and even 
electricity meters—become smarter and more connected, consumers will be able to download 
apps for these too. Perhaps, in the end, everything will have an app. 
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